Soldering Iron Handles
A wide range of models to choose

Short distance
tip-to-grip for
greater precision

Variety of grips and
different models
for every need

Over 400
compatible
cartridges

JBC offers you a wide range of Soldering Iron Handles
for you to choose the one which best suits your work needs.
Perfect handling of the tool is essential for hand soldering, especially in
intensive or high-precision jobs. The JBC handles with pencil shape perfectly fit
into your hand and guarantee an optimum grip thanks to their ergonomic shape.
The handle size, the grip type and the set screw are some features
to consider when making your best choice.

For C210 Cartridge Range

E 1:1

The T210 is perfect for precision soldering jobs
with medium power requirements.
For its size, it can work with conventional
or small SMDs, even under a microscope.

For C245 Cartridge Range

T210-PA Blue Grip
Quickly distinguish it from other handles

T210-A Precision purposes

E 1:1

This general purpose soldering iron handle is perfect for both SMD components and jobs with
high power requirements (e.g. ground plane soldering).

T245-A General purposes

T245-PA Blue Grip
Quickly distinguish it from other handles

For C245 & C470 Cartridge Range

E 1:1

Heavy Duty

T470-ZA Tri-lobed grip
For better handling

For intensive soldering jobs requiring
continued high thermal power.
They feature a non-slip-grip with a good thermal
insulation and a screw which fixes the cartridge and
prevents rotation.
T245-C Soft Grip and Thermal Insulation

T245-B Non-slip Grip
Tri-lobed shape

T470-A General purposes
T470-SA General purposes with 3m cable

T470-FA Thermal Insulation
T470-MA Thermal Insulation with 3m cable

Soft Foam

T245-NA Nitrogen
Features a Nitrogen feed

Nitrogen feed

Foam

Note: All models are supplied with a 1.5m cable.

Note: All models are supplied with a 1.5m cable unless specified with 3m.

T245-C Soft Thermal
Insulator Handle
Reduce the heat sensation in your hands and improve the control of tool
Soft Thermal Insulator

Greater comfort at work

Perfect handling

The T245-C Soft Thermal Insulator Handle
has a foam grip that is soft to the touch and
provides greater thermal insulation that significantly reduces the sensation of heat.

The ergonomics and the short distance tipto-grip provide greater precision and comfort
which is ideal for general purpose jobs.

The JBC handles with pencil shape perfectly
fit into your hand and guarantee an optimum
grip thanks to their ergonomic shape. This is
essential for hand soldering.

Foam grip for improved adhesion

Easy grip replacement (Ref. 0016057. Supplied in boxes of 4 grips)
With these special slip-on tabs you can easy replace the damaged grip as follows:

tab

new grip

1. Put the slip-on tabs into the new grip.

2. Insert the grip with the tabs onto the
handle.

3. To remove the tabs, hold the grip and pull.
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